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Abstract—IM (Instant Messenger) offers real-time interac-
tivity between two or more geographically dispersed parties
through the exchange of text or multimedia messages. In IM
conversations, people feel emancipated to express their ideas or
views. However, such a free and casual style of dialogue could
form dissimilar views and may even cause confusions among
individuals, making it unsuitable to be used in corporate envi-
ronments, particularly for conducting group online meetings
that involve multiple parties and span a variety of topics.
This paper presents a solution of integrating topic-centric
thread-based organized chat into enterprise instant messengers,
with which multiple users can participate in diverse topics
simultaneously for a large interactive business meeting over the
Internet. This solution has been implemented in a prototype
system and preliminary usability testing has shown that it is
effective to support simultaneous group conversations.
Keywords-instant messenger; group conversation; interac-
tional coherence; topic; thread; turn
I. INTRODUCTION
IM (Instant Messenger) is a kind of popular network
communication tool that allows a user to keep in touch
with her/his contacts both at home and in workplace. The
common use of IM is the emulation of face-to-face con-
versations, made possible by real-time exchange of text
or multimedia messages between geographically dispersed
users across the Internet. It also allows a user to participate
in multiple group conversations simultaneously, providing
effective collaboration between different groups of working
members.
As such, IM has been widely used in corporate envi-
ronments, especially for conducting business meetings over
the Internet. Such kind of specialised IM is referred to as
EIM (Enterprise Instant Messenger) and many enterprise
collaboration tools come with integrated EIM solutions, e.g.
Microsoft Office Live Communications Server. EIM saves
on transportation costs or long-distance conferencing call
charges, reduces setup time, and proves to be an excellent
means for multi-national companies to effectively connect
geographically dispersed groups of employees [2].
One prominent characteristic of current (a.k.a traditional)
IM is its free and casual chat style. While new messages ar-
rive over time and are displayed in a linear fashion, the focus
is always on the last received one(s) at all times. This style
has its obvious advantages of simplicity and casualness for
two participants to chat without an explicit topic. However,
in a group conversation, participants encounter increasing
difficulty in distinguishing speakers as incoming messages
continuously flood in the same conversation window and
push the viewport to scroll. As the number of participants
grows, the possibilities of a message not given due attention
in the swarm of incoming messages and of unintentional
topic changes dramatically increase, resulting in confusion,
anxiety or even misunderstandings. For example, slow typ-
ists are usually disadvantaged in group conversations as late-
arriving messages tend to inaccurately reflect the thought at
the time of speech and convey different meanings.
This issue is worsened in business group conversations
using EIM because most business communications in the
workplace have certain structures and revolve around a
number of specific topics [3]. In a large online business
meeting where a wide range of well-structured topics are
covered, there is no effective means to organize related
matters in an understandable and concise manner: important
information lies scattered throughout conversations spanning
multiple topics or certain discussions may sidetrack to
another different and irrelevant topic.
To address this issue, we propose a solution of integrating
topic-centric thread-based organized chat into EIM, with
which participants can communicate more effectively in
group conversations because they are very specific about
what they are discussing about and thus not creating confu-
sions regarding the subject matter. For example, in a large
online corporate meeting, each department may conduct its
own discussion over a particular matter. An observer, e.g.
the CEO, may peer into each subject and comment on some
discussions. In addition, employees from different depart-
ments may interact whenever and wherever necessary. This
solution has been implemented in a prototype system TicToc
- a web-based topic-centric thread-based instant messenger
and preliminary usability testing has shown that it is effective
to support simultaneous group conversations.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related work
is described in the next section. Then we discuss key techni-
cal issues involved in integrating topic-centric thread-based
organized chat into the TicToc prototype. After that, we
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present some preliminary usability testing results. Finally,
the paper is concluded with a summary of contributions and
future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Traditional IMs do not organize chats according topic or
interactional coherence [7]. Even in a casual conversation
with only two participants, if they changed topics too fast,
we would see that subsequent responses do not correspond
to the subject matter, causing confusions. An example is as
follows.
Tom: Do you want to watch a movie?
Tom: Are you going home tonight?
Jerry: Yes, watching Jurassic Park
Is Jerry going to watch “Jurassic Park” movie or going
home to watch the movie? The confusion would have been
avoided if the turns about different topics were clearly
separated as follows.
Topic - Watching movie
Tom: Do you want to watch a movie?
Jerry: Yes, watching Jurassic Park
Topic - Going home
Tom: Are you going home tonight?
Even if the participants do not change the topic during
their conversation, but if typists of different speed do not
keep up with each other, interactional coherence of turn-
and-response may be out of order, such as the following
example.
Tom: What time will you reach home tonight?
Tom: What time will you be free tonight?
Jerry: 9pm.
Will Jerry reach home or be free at 9pm tonight? The
confusion would have been avoided if the response were
placed right after the turn it is intended to respond to for the
sake of maintaining the interactional coherence as follows.
In this way, typists of different speed do not have to catch
up at all times.
Tom: What time will you reach home tonight?
Jerry: 9pm.
Tom: What time will you be free tonight?
Online forum (a.k.a discussion board) is well-known for
its topic-centric thread-based structure and has been adopted
in corporate networks as a form of communication platform
for employees or customers. Typically, a forum consists of
several topics where members can post messages. A topic
is commonly referred to as a “thread”, and a message as a
“reply”. Users are encouraged to post replies under relevant
threads. But a forum is just like a bulletin board, where one
leaves a message and others will see and reply; it is not real
time - the most attractive feature as a tool for conducting
online meetings in corporate.
Skype is one of the few traditional IMs that allow the
creation of topics. Users involved in a conversation can
chat within a specific topic. However, after several topics
have been created and discussed, it is impossible to go
back to chat about a previous topic. Moreover, messages
under each topic is not organized according to the turn-and-
response interactional coherence (still based on timeline as
other traditional IMs do). Threaded Chat is the only know
IM that supports thread-based organized chat [5]. All chat
turns are structured as a tree and organized according to
threads. Thread-based chat eliminates incoherent turns as
turns are linked directly to the turn they are intended to
respond to. However, each chat room only accommodates a
single chat tree that is dedicated to a single topic, making
it impossible to refer to or converse about multiple topics
simultaneously.
III. TOPIC-CENTRIC THREAD-BASED IM
In this section, we will discuss some key technical issues
in integrating topic-centric thread-based organized chat into
the TicToc prototype EIM.
A. Real-time Interactivity and Consistency Maintenance
As most enterprise information systems have been web-
based, e.g. ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) systems
SAP and PeopleSoft, it is natural to make the TicToc EIM
application web-based as well so that it can be easily
integrated into existing systems. However, owing to security
and performance issues in web browsers, current web-based
IMs generally lack the full functionality of their desk-
top counterparts. Moreover, web-based applications operate
on the stateless and request-and-response HTTP protocol,
which poses major constraints in IM development, such as
pulling at pre-determined intervals to simulate a real-time
continuous flow of messages and tracking the availability
status of users. More importantly, the topic-centric thread-
based TicToc application has the special issue of concurrency
control [1] and consistency maintenance [6] as multiple
participants may simultaneously operate on a chat tree.
We have adopted the RTMP (Real Time Messaging Pro-
tocol) in TicToc to provide better real-time interactivity. In
addition to a web server, a flash streaming server, e.g. the
open source Red5, is deployed to provide a framework to
contain Flash cookies (or persistent data) for all connected
clients. Within this framework, we use SharedObjects hosted
on the RTMP server to provide an easy way for consistency
maintenance of replicated data in multiple simultaneous
conversations. This server also generates a unique 32-bit
identifier for each new conversation, synchronizes each
client’s timestamp, and detects idle clients to gracefully log
them out and inform other clients.
All web pages contain a combination of JavaScript, AJAX
(Asynchronous JavaScript and XML), CSS (Cascading Style
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Sheets), HTML and Flash. The contact list and all con-
versation windows each contain an embedded Flash object
that communicates with the RTMP server at all times.
JavaScript handles all user actions and invokes external
methods in the Flash object. The Flash object synchronizes
client messages with the server, which in turn updates all
other connected clients. At the same instance, the Flash
object handles the newly synchronized variables, invoking its
external JavaScript methods to update the client web browser
accordingly.
Shared objects enable multiple Flash clients to connect
with object data types. When the value of a data object
changes, all clients connected on the shared object get
updated accordingly. At every start of a conversation session,
the Flash server creates a shared object to store variables
for multiple connected clients. These variables contain data
such as messages and events generated throughout the
conversation. AJAX and DOM (Document Object Model)
handle all JavaScript and Flash callback events to render
the incoming messages and all visible document elements,
including providing interactive drag-and-drop functionality
to simulate the movement of messages from one branch to
another.
B. Chat Tree Structure and Operations
A tree structure is suitable for organizing threaded con-
versations, whereby a parent node represents a particular
topic, and contains one or more child nodes that represent re-
sponses to the topic. DHTML (Dynamic HTML), JavaScript,
Java and Flash all provide some sort of tree structure in
the form of file directory representation. However, functions
within these structures are very limited - nodes only accept
text characters as input and are unable to contain multimedia
elements such as pictures or embedded videos clips except
that only node icons are customizable with different graph-
ics, and moreover, the feature of drag-and-drop of nodes is
not built in.
Therefore, we had to design and implement a simulated
tree using AJAX in TicToc - AJAX handles all event calls
from the server, and renders the necessary output in the form
of HTML elements dynamically onto a HTML document,
simulating a growing tree structure. An HTML List element
denotes a message node, which contains a collection of
tables to store messages and other related content, in an or-
ganized and systematic manner. Each node in turn becomes
an unordered list container for holding child List items.
As shown in Figure 1, each message node has four
primary attributes: a unique identifier (ID) for each con-
versation, a reference to the parent node (Parent ID), a
reference to the previous sibling node (Next ID), and a
boolean variable indicating whether it is hidden (Visibility).
The unique ID is simply an integer initialized at the start
of each conversation and tagged to each new message.
Since each conversation has a unique identifier generated
by the server, a single message never exists across multiple
conversations.
Figure 1. The simulated tree structure
A message node has two basic operations - Reply Topic
and Comment. The two operations append a new sibling
node after the last child in the same parent node and under
the selected node respectively. As shown in Figure 2, to
post a message under the current topic, the user clicks
Reply Topic displayed beside the corresponding topic or
message and the input field is then relocated beneath the
last message of that topic, at the location where the next
message will appear when submitted. If Comment is clicked,
the selected message node becomes a parent node and a
comment appears as a child message. If there are existing
child messages, the input field is appended to the last
comment.
Figure 2. The reply and comment operations
In every conversation window, an input field is always
available for message composition and its location is ex-
actly where composed message gets displayed (contrary to
traditional IMs, where message composition and display are
in separate windows). As messages may contain errors or
obsolete information, a message can be edited by its owner
or an administrator (contrary to traditional IMs, where a
sent message can never be modified). To edit a message,
the user selects the Edit operation from the message context
menu and the input panel will immediately appear at the
message location containing editable content of the message.
An inappropriate message or topic node may need to be
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deleted by its owner or the administrator. To delete a node,
the user selects the Delete operation from the node context
menu and the system will check whether there are remaining
child nodes before removing the selected one; otherwise, a
dialog box will appear to remind the user to first remove all
child nodes.
During a conversation, messages may need to be relocated
to another node position to reflect related thoughts stemming
from a particular topic. Therefore, the owner of a node is
allowed to move it to anywhere in the same topic tree or
even to a different tree. To move a node, the user selects the
Move operation from the node context menu and the node
is then marked for moving. The user may click on any node
in any topic tree to move the selected node to that location.
Figure 3. The collapse and expand operations
Using this simulated tree structure, AJAX and CSS are
collectively employed to show or hide nodes wherever
required. As shown in Figure 3, branches may be hidden by
clicking on the ‘-’ icon (i.e. Collapse and Visibility = false)
located to the left side of every parent node, and clicking
on the ‘+’ icon (i.e. Expand and Visibility = true) can
expand and display the content of the selected node. When
a parent node collapses, all its child nodes become invisible.
Furthermore, AJAX drag-and-drop functionality collaborates
with the Flash client to provide a highly intuitive method of
re-organizing message nodes.
C. Event Notification
Event notification in traditional IMs is rather straight-
forward because a major type of event is new message
received, which can be easily attended to by appending it
to the end of the message history and scrolling the message
display window to the bottom. In contrast, in TicToc, there
are many more types of major events to be handled such
as new message being typed, new message received, old
message edited (or being edited), old message moved (or
being moved), new topic (or sub-topic) created (or being
created), old topic renamed (or being renamed), and old
topic moved (or being moved). More importantly, as a new
message can be inserted under any node in a topic tree, it
is non-trivial to clearly notify one of a new event or bring
one to the right place where a new event has happened.
Our solution is a combination of vertical arrowhead to
indicate the whereabout of a new out-of-sight message,
horizontal status bar to give the number of unread new
messages, message stack to hold a list of unread messages,
pop-up animated icon to alert other types of events, and
automatic scrolling to bring the window viewport where an
event happened to the user.
Figure 4. Indicating new out-of-sight messages
New, edited or moved messages require the attention
from the user. As shown in Figure 4, a notification icon
(square) displays next to every new message event. Clicking
on the notification icon marks the message as read, which
also updates the number of remaining unread messages
accordingly. If the new event does not display within the
user’s visible window viewport, an animated arrow sign
(triangle) will appear by the window side to indicate the
vertical whereabout of the new message, either at the top or
to the bottom of the current viewport.
As shown in Figure 5, the bottom status bar provides
a global count of the total number of unread messages,
together with a stack holding unread messages. Clicking
on a stack item brings the user’s current viewport to the
selected message. The stack will be updated accordingly
whenever a user marks, edit, move or delete messages.
Besides having notifications for new messages, there are
also notifications to alert the user when there are events
happening in a conversation. For example, a user may leave
the conversation, or someone invites somebody into the
conversation. In the case of such events, a pop-up animated
icon will appear on the bottom left corner of the conversation
window for a brief period.
Figure 5. The status bar and the message stack
As new messages arrive, the input panel (usually at the
bottom of the last message) gets pushed downwards and
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could be out of view. Automatic scrolling of messages
operates in such a way that if the input panel was previously
visible within the viewport, the IM system will return
focus to the input panel and give view to newly arrived
messages under the same parent topic. If a message is in an
editing process, or if the viewport focuses on other parts of
the conversation where the input panel loses focus, newly
arrived messages will not update the viewport automatically,
so as not to disrupt the user’s current task.
IV. PRELIMINARY USABILITY TESTING
Several small-scale usability testing sessions were carried
out to investigate whether such a topic-centric thread-based
IM application would perform better than a traditional one
in terms of turns and time taken to come to a conclusion
and whether there would be more correction turns needed
in the traditional IM, collect users’ views on how much they
would be willing to use a topic-centric thread-based IM, and
gather feedback as to the further improvements of TicToc.
There were 4 groups of 2 members each and a group of
3 members taking part in these usability testing. The results
showed that the topic-centric thread-based IM generally
yielded better documentation of chat history, e.g. captured
and retained most of the actual meaning of the conversation,
more meaningful ways of organizing and displaying the
conversation, and produced less correction turns to clarify
the confusions that took place during a conversation.
Questions Responses Yes No
Are you willing to try
different ways of
chatting as compared to 11 9 2
the traditional IMs?
Do you think topic-centric
thread-based IM provides
a good motivation in 11 6 5
encouraging a change
in the traditional IMs?
Table I
SURVEY QUESTIONS AND RESULTS
Participants generally liked the way topics were created
and discussions were organized. We also did a survey in
order to understand more about their perceptions on the
topic-focused thread-based IM. Table I displays the results
of 2 questions that were posted to the 11 participants after
they have completed usability testing. It clearly shows that
9 out of 11 users were willing to try new ways of having a
chat conversation as compared to traditional IMs. The reason
could be that people, particularly youth, tend to be adaptable
to changes and open to new stuff. It is rather encouraging
to know that people are looking forward to different kinds
of IMs. However, only 6 out of 11 users felt that the topic-
centric thread-based IM did present a better motivation for
changes in future IMs. One of the reasons could be that
the short experience they had with TicToc was not good
enough to convince them of the usefulness it could bring
about. Another reason could be that TicToc did not offer as
many features as already in traditional IMs and the way one
interacted with TicToc was so drastically different from what
one did with a traditional IM that the steep learning curve
compromised one’s satisfaction.
Now we present a business meeting scenario used in
usability testing, where James, the company CEO, conducted
a meeting with up to nine employees from 5 different
departments to discuss a new project. James acted as the
moderator for this discussion by creating a number of
topics for employees to submit their views and ideas to. A
participant was allowed to peer into any topic to understand
the role of every person as well as their contributions to the
discussion.
Any participant was able to create sub-topics correspond-
ing to their department’s interest, and employees from
other departments may clarify and coordinate job scope
with fellow colleagues. As the meeting’s agenda was very
clear, everyone could brainstorm to contribute towards the
success of the project. Relevant messages were properly
organized for ease of understanding by multiple parties,
while irrelevant messages were hidden or moved to other
(more appropriate) locations. A screenshot of the usability
testing is shown in Figure 6 and a snippet of the conversation
is shown in Figure 7.
Figure 6. A business meeting using TicToc EIM
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
IMs have been very effective communication tools in
our daily work and lives. However, the free chat style is
unsuitable to be used for corporate communications. We
addressed this issue by integrating topic-centric thread-based
organized chat into enterprise IMs. Preliminary usability
testing has shown that such a novel IM is particularly good
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for corporate group meetings which involve multiple topics
to be discussed at the same time and a number of participants
of different roles from different departments.
General Topic 
 Roles   
         James: me: moderator 
         James: Emily – accounts 
         James: Janice – HR 
                          James: shujuan – designer 
                          James: wenhao & roy – programmers 
         James: user1, user2, user3 – system support 
 Start of Meeting 
         Customers’ Expectations 
  James: Janice, what are the customers’ requirements as gathered  
                               from the previous meetings? 
  Janice: they said more personnels is needed, only then necessary 
  … 
         Programmers – Development Step 
  Wenhao: so it’s gonna be  a shopping cart? 
  Roy: yes 
  … 
         Finance 
  James: Emily you there? 
  Emily: Yes. 
  … 
         Design 
  James: shujuan, when will be the design by ready for us? 
  Shujuan: in a week’s time 
  … 
         System Support 
  James: Any problems under here? 
  User2: nothing major, we need 1 or 2 servers at most 
  … 
 Development and Goals 
         James: okay… since everything is more or less settle... how shall we present our ideas? 
         James: Roy, you want to start first? 
                          Roy: it should take 1 to 1.5 weeks for us to finish installing the needed systems  
                          … 
 James: Hi, please help me invite the others in as well? Thanks. 
 Emily: Sure 
 … 
Figure 7. A snippet of the conversation
However, as the concept is relatively new and the pro-
totype lacks fancy functions that traditional IMs offer,
users need a fair amount of time getting used to it. We
are currently conducting experiments to verify whether the
consistency maintenance solution based on SharedObjects is
adequate and whether a more sophisticated solution [4] is
needed. We are also investigating tabbed conversations to
solve the interface clutter problem and special notification
schemes, e.g. audio notification, to make event notification
more effective and intuitive.
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